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General
Information

Dear Year 9 Pupil,

 All pupils will study
English Language,
English Literature,
Mathematics and
Science to GCSE.
 Some pupils will have
the option to take a
more vocational
pathway to allow them
to make the most of
their skills and abilities.
 Pupils will study RS,
PSHE and PE as part of
their core entitlement.
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The first stage in that process is helping you choose the right subjects. It is crucial you get
these decisions right, that’s why we believe you should have as much information as
possible.

You have a key role in the options process. Getting the right combination of subjects is
crucial at this stage. The actual process of choosing options is a learning experience that
emphasises both independence and collaboration. It makes pupils think about who they
are now and who they want to be. This is both challenging and exciting. Examination
results change lives and open doors. Being both aspirational and realistic is crucial but is a
tricky balance to achieve.
Some key principles are worth remembering:

Computing and
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Details

We want to ensure that you leave Year 11 with the best set of qualifications you can
achieve. Providing you work as hard as you can, we will do our best to support you in this
aim.

Dear Parents and carers,

Introductory
information

Art Subject
Details

You are about to make the most important decision in your school life so far. At the start
of Year 10 you will begin the courses that will result in you gaining your first set of formal
qualifications. These qualifications will help you take your next step along the road to
achieving your GOALS and ASPIRATIONS.
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• University education, training and all levels of employment are very competitive;
therefore, pupils need to achieve the highest grades of which they are capable.
• Securing the English Baccalaureate (EBacc – see Page 2) will be seen as a key benchmark
of education for this generation of pupils. Those who performed strongly at KS2 should
give serious consideration to making sure these English Baccalaureate GCSEs are amongst
their choices.
• Vocational courses continue to have an important role for some pupils, offering breadth
and contrast and a more practical, professional work-based approach.
• For pupils, knowing what career they are interested in can be a benefit as well as a
barrier to this process. Specialising towards a particular career path is sensible, but they
also need to build in breadth and balance particularly as they may change their minds at a
later date.

GCSE Reform - What does it mean?
A strong tradition
of examination
excellence.

The process of reforming all GCSE qualifications began in September 2015. The
government’s stated intention in reforming GCSEs is to make the courses more
rigorous, by introducing a new grading system and by moving away from Controlled
Assessments towards longer final examinations at the end of the two year course.
GCSEs will be graded from 9 (the highest) to 1 (the lowest).

The chart above shows how the numerical grading of GCSEs compares with the old
letter system. The proportion of pupils who achieve a grade 4 and above will be
the same as the proportion who currently achieve a grade C or above. However, a
grade 4 will not count as the “good pass” required by many employers, colleges and
universities; a “good pass” will be a grade 5. In addition, the new grade 9 equivalent
to an A** grade.

It is the government’s
goal that, in time, at
least 90% of pupils in
mainstream
secondary schools will
enter the EBacc.

What is the EBacc?
The English Baccalaureate (EBacc) is a performance measure for schools, awarded
when students secure a grade 5 or above at GCSE level across a core of five academic
subjects. It is not a qualification in itself.
Securing the English Baccalaureate will be seen as a key benchmark of education.
Students who attained a level 4 or above at KS2 should give serious consideration to
making sure these English Baccalaureate GCSE subjects are amongst their choices.
EBacc subjects are;

Subjects which
form part of
the EBacc
measure are
indicated with
this symbol.



English



Mathematics



Science (Triple or Dual Award)



Computer Science



Geography



History



Any Modern Foreign Language



Latin or Greek

“Education is the most
powerful weapon we can
use to change the world”
- Nelson Mandela

Claverham Community College
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What are my options?
 Art & Design

 Computing

 Music

 French

 Art, Craft & Design

 Physical Education

 Geography

 Art Graphics

 Design Technology

 German

 Art Textiles

 Psychology

 Latin

 Dance

 History

 Drama

Small Group Courses;

 Spanish

 Food Preparation and

 BTEC Sport Level 2

Nutrition
 Information Communication

Technology (ICT)
 Media

 Child Development
 ICT
 Music Technology
 NCFE Business & Enterprise

How should I choose?
DO:

DON’T:

 Choose courses you know you will enjoy.

 Choose a course simply because your friends have
chosen it.

 Choose courses you are interested in.
 Choose a range of different courses, so

that you have a broad base from which
to choose your post-16 courses.

 Ask the advice of your subject teachers,

your tutor and our careers staff.
 Discuss it with your parents or carers.

today because of

 Allow either like or dislike of particular teachers to
influence your choice.

the choices I made

 Choose a course because you think it might be easy.

yesterday”

 Read the subject information on the next  Make your decision without finding out about the

few pages very carefully.

“I am who I am

course. Ask older siblings or friends.

- Eleanor Roosevelt

 Drop any subject you may want to study after Year 11.
 Drop any subject you may require for entry to a
particular occupation or course of further study.

Raising Participation age
Raising the Participation Age is a
Government policy stating that from
2013, all young people will be expected
to stay in some form of learning until
they are aged 18.
Raising the Participation Age does not
necessarily mean young people must
stay in school beyond the age of 16;
they will be able to choose from one of
the following options

 School Sixth Form
 Sixth Form College
 Further Education College
 Apprenticeship
 Work with training
 Independent providers
 Self-employment with training
 Volunteering with training

http://www.accross.ac.uk/pdf/rpa_mythbuster_final.pdf
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ENGLISH LANGUAGE
KEY INFORMATION
HEAD OF SUBJECT:

ASSESSMENT METHOD
EXAMINATION 100%:

Mr. R. Tomlinson
2 x 1 hour 45 minute papers
QUALIFICATION:
GCSE
EXAM BOARD:
AQA

POST 16 & CAREERS
A high grade at GCSE is
essential for both further
study in any subject at ALevel or BTEC. It is also an
integral part of
employment with many
professions requiring a
high pass at GCSE.

COURSE OUTLINE
The new G.C.S.E. examination has no coursework or controlled
assessment tasks but a speaking and listening task will still be a compulsory element.
All pupils will sit both English Language and English
Literature examinations and so, will receive two separate GCSEs.
Overview
Pupils will be expected to analyse and compare texts from the 19th,
20th and 21st Centuries. These will be from a selection of both fiction
and non-fiction texts. Creative writing will be undertaken, from a variety of stimuli, including pictures, descriptions and statements.
Directed writing tasks, linked to non-fiction texts, are also part of the
G.C.S.E. examination.

You should have a good
level of communication, both
written and oral. You will
need a secure grasp of
vocabulary, spelling, punctuation, grammar and sentence
structure, with Standard
English also being examined
at GCSE. You will need to be
able to identify both explicit
and implicit information from
a source, analyse language
at word and sentence level,
and comment on the writer’s
intentions.

Pupil Comment

Pupil Comment
I really enjoy studying different
styles of writing and have a particular interest in the language writers
used before 1900.
Ben S

SKILLS REQUIRED

We all have a really good
relationship with our teacher.
Jordan U

Pupil Comment
Our teachers are so helpful. I’ve
gone from a 4 to a 7! Sam B
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ENGLISH LITERATURE
ASSESSMENT METHOD

KEY INFORMATION
HEAD OF SUBJECT:

EXAMINATION 100%:

Mr. R. Tomlinson

Paper 1: 1 hour 45 minutes

QUALIFICATION:
GCSE

Paper 2: 2 hours 15 minutes

EXAM BOARD:
AQA

POST 16 & CAREERS
A high grade at GCSE is
essential for further study
of English Literature at
A-Level. It is also a useful
qualification to have if you
are interested in teaching,
journalism and media,
history or research.

COURSE OUTLINE
The new GCSE examination has no coursework or controlled
assessment tasks but a speaking and listening task will still be a
compulsory element.
All pupils will sit both English Language and English
Literature examinations and so, will receive two separate GCSEs.
Overview
Much of the GCSE literature examination remains similar to the old
examination. The examination is, though, now closed book. Shakespeare is a compulsory element, as is a 19th Century text, and pupils
will have to answer both extract and whole novel/play questions.
Modern prose and drama is still studied and questions on these will
be open essay style. Poetry, both seen and unseen will be included
in the examinations and pupils will be expected to be able to
compare poems, as well as analysing them.

SKILLS REQUIRED
You should have a good
level of communication, both
written and oral. You will
need a secure grasp of
vocabulary, spelling,
punctuation, grammar and
sentence structure, with
Standard English also being
examined at GCSE. You will
need to be able to identify
both explicit and implicit
information from a source,
analyse language at word
and sentence level, and
comment on the writer’s
intentions. You will also
need to be able to memorise
information as texts are no

Pupil Comment

Pupil Comment

‘An Inspector Calls’ is brilliant! I also
really enjoyed reading the part of Romeo in class.

I really love some of the texts we
have studied!
Ellen S
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MATHEMATICS
ASSESSMENT METHOD

KEY INFORMATION
HEAD OF SUBJECT:
Mr. S. Rowing
QUALIFICATION:
GCSE

EXAMINATION:
100% - 3 x 1 hour 30
minute exam
First paper is non-calculator
(Equally weighted)

EXAM BOARD:
Edexcel

POST 16 & CAREERS
A high grade at GCSE
would be recommended for
anyone who might be
considering mathematics
at A-level.
Most careers will require a
good pass at GCSE.

COURSE OUTLINE
GCSE Mathematics will cover a wide range of mathematical skills,
grouped into these areas: number, ratio, proportion, rates of change,
algebra, statistics and probability and geometry and measures.
There are three assessment objectives:
A01 is about using and applying standard techniques;
A02 is about reasoning, interpreting and communicating
mathematically;
A03 is about solving problems with a much greater focus on solving
non-routine problems in mathematical and non-mathematical
contexts.

For the Higher Tier

For the Foundation Tier

40% will be dedicated to A01

50% will be dedicated to A01

60% will be dedicated to
A02/A03

50% will be dedicated to A02/A03

There is a large emphasis on problem solving and mathematical
reasoning, with more marks now being allocated to these higherorder skills. Calculators are necessary for the course with scientific
calculators available for purchase from the mathematics department.
Homework is a compulsory part of the course and could take
anything up to two and a half hours per week in year 10 and three
hours in year 11, with a minimum of one piece to be set per week.

SKILLS REQUIRED
You should be able to use
mathematical skills including
logic, reason and knowledge
to solve problems and
communicate ideas using key
vocabulary and language. You
should also be able to break
down problems into smaller
steps in order to solve them.
You will use mathematics to
solve problems that happen in
real life and learn how to use
a calculator to solve these
problems quickly and
effectively.
You should also be able to
memorise many of the
formulae used in their GCSE
course.

Pupil Comment
We use these skills in everyday
life.
Mollie E
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PHYSICAL EDUCATION
KEY INFORMATION

ASSESSMENT METHOD

HEAD OF SUBJECT:
Mr. S. Jones

N/A

QUALIFICATION:
Not Examined

EXTRA-CURRICULAR
Students are offered a wide
variety of extra curricular
opportunities both as
performers and leaders, e.g.
Leadership Award, and take
part in a structured Inter-House
competitions.

COURSE OUTLINE
In Key Stage 4, pupils build on and extend skills and understanding

WINTER OPTIONS

previously developed in order to further promote a culture of a healthy

 Football

active balanced lifestyle.

 Basketball

Pupils are given the opportunity to follow a P.E. pathway which suits

 Hockey

their preferred sporting lifestyle. These pathways can be mixed or

 Dance/Aerobics

single gender and include a wide range of sporting activities including

 Fitness

leadership skills, games, fitness, trampolining, climbing, dance,

 Climbing

rackets and fielding games. We feel that giving pupils this element of
free choice increases levels of participation.
Pupils will select their chosen pathway at the beginning of Year 10 and
follow it throughout the whole year. Then, at the beginning of Year 11,
they will be given another choice. This could be to continue with the
same pathway or choose an alternative.

SUMMER OPTIONS
Pupil Comment

 Softball

 Athletics
 Cricket

When excused from P.E., pupils are still expected to bring their kit so

 Rounders

that they can coach/assess their peers.

 Trampolining
 Stoolball
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PSHE
KEY INFORMATION

ASSESSMENT METHOD

HEAD OF SUBJECT:
N/A

This subject is not formally
assessed however form tutors will evaluate the progress made by each individual and
communicate
this via the annual College
Profile report.

QUALIFICATION:
Not Examined

WHY PSHE?
Students are offered a wide
variety of learning opportunities
that help to develop the ability
to assess a topic from differing
perspectives it deals only with
real life events and issues. It
helps pupils to plan their own
development and career
aspirations to hopefully become
a valuable member of society.

COURSE OUTLINE
At Key Stage 4, PSHE puts a greater emphasis on work-related learning
and review, Careers Planning and CV preparation, it builds upon the
Careers education and guidance from Key Stage 3.

Topic content


Personal Safety



Drugs and Alcohol
Awareness



Sexual Health and
Relationship Education,



Personal Finance



Economic Wellbeing



British Values.

In Year 10 Work related learning allows pupils to consider the world of work
and choose a two week work placement followed by a review and
evaluation which assists in preparing a CV and personal statement.
Careers Planning software and the opportunity to have a one to one
interview with a careers adviser gives independent and impartial advice
and, the chance to consider a variety of education development and career
pathways.
In Year 11 there are significant amounts of signposting and support for
Post 16 options, interview planning, target review and completion of CVs
and personal statements. This enables pupils to decide upon the next

Pupil Comment

stage of education or training and to make informed choices. One to one
advice interviews, external guest speakers and support from their house
tutor and other key staff provide additional advice and guidance.
Styles of learning include;
Classroom presentations and seminars including guest speakers, DVD clips

This subject answers a lot of
questions. I think the careers
bits really helped me decide
what I want to do next.
Chelsea M

and internet sources and news programmes.
Individual and group work including planning, preparation and presentation
of a variety of different project areas.
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RELIGIOUS STUDIES
KEY INFORMATION
HEAD OF SUBJECT:
Miss K. Lambert
QUALIFICATION:
GCSE
EXAM BOARD:
Edexcel

ASSESSMENT METHOD
EXAMINATION:
Two exam papers, each 1
hour and 45 minutes.
Each paper is worth 50% of
the GCSE.

POST 16 & CAREERS
This course gives students a
range of enquiry and analytical
skills which are widely respected by higher education providers and can be used in a variety of careers. Many students
who pursue this subject typically progress to careers in
Politics, Philosophy, Sociology, Psychology and Law.

COURSE OUTLINE
The Religious Studies GCSE is a philosophical course
addressing many ethical issues in the modern UK, with a
comparative approach to religion through the beliefs of
Christianity and Islam.
The GCSE will cover:
Religious Belief and Practices:
We will examine different beliefs regarding the existence of God,
ultimate reality and key moral teachings. We will explore aspects of
religious life such as prayer, festivals and places of worship.

SKILLS REQUIRED
You should have the ability to
question the world around
you, listen to others opinions,
reflect on different beliefs and
enjoy academic debate over
topical issues. You will need a
secure grasp of vocabulary
and sentence structure. You
should be able to critically analyse a source and use it to

Non-religious Worldviews:
We will consider the views of atheists, agnostics and Humanists, in
addition to moral theories such as situation ethics.
Sources of Wisdom:
We will be interpreting key religious texts and scriptures and important
religious figures and leaders. This has cross-curricular links with
English and other Humanities subjects.
Ethics:
We will consider how beliefs affect individuals, communities and
societies around the world. Students will be encouraged to reflect on
their own personal opinions on issues related to Marriage and the
Family, Life and Death, Crime and Punishment and Peace and
Conflict.

Where could RS take you?
Martin Luther King Jnr– Civil
Rights Leader– Theology at Boston University
Ricky Gervais– Comedian– Philosophy at UCL
Matt Groening– Creator of The
Simpsons– Philosophy at Evergreen State College
David Cameron– Former Prime
Minister– Philosophy, Politics
and Economics at Oxford
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SCIENCE
KEY INFORMATION
HEAD OF SUBJECT:
Mr. M. Macdonald
QUALIFICATION:
GCSE

ASSESSMENT METHOD
EXAMINATION: 100%
COMBINED SCIENCES:
6 Papers in Year 11
TRIPLE SCIENCES:

EXAM BOARD:
AQA

6 Papers in Year 11

POST 16 & CAREERS
Both Combined and Triple Science
awards are suitable for pupils who
have identified a career path that
includes A-Levels in one or more
of the sciences.
An A-level in science is regarded
highly for university entrance.
Science related careers include
areas such as; engineering,
medicine and health, animal
welfare, food and drink...the list is

COURSE OUTLINE
The GCSE course began at the start of Year 9.
Pupils are either entered for Combined Science or for Separate Science
according to their needs and abilities. Whilst all pupils begin studying GCSE
Science in year 9 a decision on whether to enter them for Combined Science
or the Separate Sciences is not made until after the end of year 9
examinations have taken place.
COMBINED SCIENCE
This is a set of examinations that count as two GCSE’s in Science. This is a
double award which means the same grade is awarded for both GCSE’s.
G.C.S.E. Combined Science provides pupils with the opportunity to:


develop their interest in, and enthusiasm for Science



develop scientific knowledge and conceptual understanding through the
specific disciplines of Biology, Chemistry and Physics



develop understanding of the nature, processes and methods of
Science, through different types of scientific enquiries that help them to
answer scientific questions about the world around them



develop their ability to evaluate claims based on Science through critical
analysis of the methodology, evidence and conclusions, both
qualitatively and quantitatively.

SKILLS REQUIRED
You should have a keen interest
in science across all subjects.
Good practical skills and the
ability to communicate scientific
ideas and knowledge are very
useful.
You should be able to work
independently both in practical
sessions and in written work.

Pupil Comment
The practical experiments are
great and I like to watch the
teachers doing their
demonstration experiments.
Conner S

SEPARATE SCIENCES
This is a set of examinations that count as three GCSEs in Science; Biology,
Chemistry and Physics. These are separate GCSEs so it is possible to attain
different grades in each area. Although separate, pupils must be entered for
and sit all three sets of examinations. Obviously, the depth of subject
knowledge is greater in separate sciences than in the combined Science
course.
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OPTION COURSES
THE CURRICULUM AT KEY STAGE 4
Make your option choices from the subjects listed below.
Read the information very carefully and speak to your parents and
teachers if you are undecided what choices to make.
Follow the Instructions carefully on your Options Form.
Make sure you make a reserve choice.
Only choose a Language you have studied before.
12. ART, CRAFT & DESIGN
13. ART GRAPHICS
14. ART TEXTILES
15. COMPARISON OF COMPUTING and ICT COURSES
16. COMPUTER SCIENCE
17. INFORMATION COMMUNICATION TECHNOLOGY (CiDA)
18. DANCE
19. DESIGN TECHNOLOGY
20. DRAMA
21. FOOD PREPARATION & NUTRITION
22. GEOGRAPHY
23. HISTORY
24. LATIN
25. MEDIA STUDIES
26. MODERN FOREIGN LANGUAGES
27. MUSIC
28. PHYSICAL EDUCATION (GCSE)
29. PSYCHOLOGY
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ART &
ART,
CRAFT
DESIGN
& DESIGN
KEY INFORMATION
HEAD OF SUBJECT:
Mrs.
Mr.
H.R.
Nekounam
Cross
QUALIFICATION:
GCSE
EXAM BOARD:
WJEC

POST 16 & CAREERS

ASSESSMENT METHOD

This course
course prepares
This
preparesstudents
studentswell
well
for
further
study
of
art
&
design
at
for further study of art & design at
A-level or
or other
A-level
other advanced
advancedstudy.
study.

COURSEWORK:
COURSEWORK:
60% -- Comprised
aa
60%
Comprisedofof
portfolio
of
selected
work
from
portfolio of selected
work
Year
& 11
from10
Year
10 & 11

Careers for
for which
Careers
which art
artis
isaavaluable
valuable
foundation;
architecture,
foundation; architecture,teaching,
teaching,
fashion, T.V
T.V &
fashion,
& film,
film,printing,
printing,
animation,
illustration
animation, illustration&&design.
design.
The study of Art can help develop
The study of Art can help develop
transferable skills which can be
transferable skills which can be
taken into most careers or
taken into most careers or
employment.
employment.

EXAMINATION:

EXAMINATION:
40% - 10 hour practical (over 2
40% - 10 hour practical (over
days) in response to an exter2
days) in response to
nally set
externally
set question paper.
question paper

COURSE OUTLINE
The GCSE follows on from the work at Key Stage 3 and has an
emphasis on the process of developing both ideas and work. It is
about having an adventurous and enquiring approach to art and
design, whilst developing the skills to express your ideas. During the
course there will be opportunities to explore different media; drawing
and
painting, 3-D, print making and photography.
The environment, the human form, interiors and still-life will be used
to initiate expression and understanding of ideas and feelings
through art and design.
The possibility of doing a short course in practical photography using
35mm SLR cameras, developing films and printing black and white
photographs as a means of recording and/or as an artistic study in
its own right, may be of interest to some pupils. Digital camera work
and computer graphics may also be used to explore and generate
ideas for individual projects, where appropriate.

SKILLS REQUIRED
The GCSE
GCSE course
courseisissuitable
suitable
for students who
who are
are enjoying
enjoying
Art at KS3 and who are able to
work confidently
confidently
and
and
independently to to
produce
produce
their own creative ideas.

 Have good observational

TO DO WELL YOU NEED TO:









Pupil Comment
I like being able to express myself
through paintings.
Ellie M

drawing skills and a creative
mind.good observational
Have
drawing skills and a creative
Produce a sketchbook which
mind.
shows the development and
investigation
Produce
a sketchbook
of your ideas.
which
shows the development and
Explore and write about the
investigation of your ideas.
work of artists, craftspeople
and designers.
Explore
and write about the
work of artists, craftspeople
Research art history and
and designers.
ideas connected with your
work at home.
Research
art history and
ideas connected with your
work at home.
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ART GRAPHICS
KEY INFORMATION
HEAD OF SUBJECT:
Mrs.
Mr.
H.R.
Nekounam
Cross
QUALIFICATION:
GCSE
EXAM BOARD:
WJEC

POST 16 & CAREERS

ASSESSMENT METHOD

This
well
Thiscourse
courseprepares
prepares students
students well
forfurther
furtherstudy
study of
of art and design
for
design at
at
A-levelor
orany
any other
other advanced
advanced study.
A-level
study.

COURSEWORK:
COURSEWORK:
60% -- Comprised
aa
60%
Comprisedofof
portfolio
of
selected
work
from
portfolio of selected
work
Year
& 11
from10
Year
10 & 11

Careersfor
forwhich
whichgraphics
graphicsisisaa valCareers
uable foundation;
Architecture,
valuable
foundation;
Architecture,
GraphicDesign,
Design, Teaching,
Teaching, Jewellery
Graphic
Jewellery
Design,Fashion,
Fashion, Television
work,
Design,
Television
work,
Film
making,
Animation,
Illustration,
Film making, Animation, Illustration,
andGarden
GardenDesign.
Design.
and

EXAMINATION:

EXAMINATION:
40% - 10 hour practical (over 2

40% - 10 hour practical (over
days) in response to
2 days) in response to
externally set question paper.
externally set question paper.

Thestudy
studyof
of Art
Art can
can help
help develop
The
develop
transferable
skills
which
can
transferable skills which can be
be taktaken
en into most careers or employment.
into most careers or employment.

COURSE OUTLINE
The areas covered within this course will include advertising,
illustration, packaging, typography, digital photography and animation.

SKILLS REQUIRED
The GCSE course is
suitable for students who are
enjoying art at KS3 and who
are able to work confidently
and independently
independently
toto
produce
protheir own
duce
theircreative
own creative
ideas.ideas.

Graphic Communication teaches pupils the successful
communication of a message through the organisation of images and
words. The use of Information Technology within Graphic
Communication has taken on an increasing importance in recent
years, leading to new forms of communication and presentation.
Some work may also be submitted using hand rendered methods
such as printing, drawing and ink studies.
Pupils will work in a range of material and processes within Graphic
Communication, producing graphic solutions to defined problems.
They must be able to balance aesthetic and commercial
considerations.
Pupils will be required to produce a journal of supporting studies.
Supporting studies should show the pupil’s progress through the use
of some or all of the following: sketchbooks, notebooks, worksheets,
design sheets, samples, swatches, test pieces, digital material and
any other means that demonstrate pupils thinking through the
development of their ideas.

 Have good observational

TO DO WELL YOU NEED TO:









Pupil Comment

drawing skills and a creative
mind.good observational
Have
drawing skills and a creative
Produce a sketchbook which
mind.
shows the development and
investigation
Produce
a sketchbook
of your ideas.
which
shows the development and
Explore and write about the
investigation of your ideas.
work of artists, craftspeople
and designers.
Explore
and write about the
work of artists, craftspeople
Research art history and
and designers.
ideas connected with your
work at home.
Research
art history and
ideas connected with your
work at home.

I like the mix of computers and
creative work. Adam S
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ART TEXTILES
KEY INFORMATION
HEAD OF SUBJECT:
Mrs. H Nekounam
QUALIFICATION:
GCSE
EXAM BOARD:
WJEC

ASSESSMENT METHOD
COURSEWORK:
60% - Comprised of a
portfolio of selected work
from Yr.10 & 11
EXAMINATION:
40% - 10 hour practical (over
2 days) in response to
externally set question paper.

POST 16 & CAREERS
This course prepares students
well for further study of art &
design at A-level or any other
advanced study.
There are many careers for
which art is a valuable
foundation. These include
teaching, jewellery design,
fashion, television, shoe and
textile design, printing, costume
and theatre design.

COURSE OUTLINE
A creative course involving drawing and the experimental use of
media and materials (both two and three dimensionally) leading to
the design and production of textile art.
Pupils will be given a basic understanding of materials, equipment
and techniques with a strong emphasis on them developing their own
ideas in the creative use of fabric, yarn and dyes.

SKILLS REQUIRED
The GCSE course is suitable
for students who are enjoying
art at KS3 and who are able to
work confidently and
independently to produce their
own creative ideas.

Areas of study may include:


Mono printing



Block printing



Stencilling



Batik



Applique



Hand and machine embroidery



Weaving



Dying



Beading

TO DO WELL YOU NEED TO:
 Have good observational

drawing skills.
 Have a creative mind.
 Produce a sketchbook which

shows development and
investigation of ideas.
 Explore and write about the

work of artists, craftspeople
and designers.
 Research art history and

Pupil Comment

ideas connected with your
work.

I chose this because it built on
skills I had learnt in past years.
Ellie D
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COMPUTING vs ICT (CiDA)
What are the differences?
CiDA— (ICT) is about
using and developing existing technology.

Computer Science is about
understanding how technology works and
creating new software programs.

Important for nearly all future careers.

Meets a growing demand for professionals who
are specialists in this area.

Learn how to use and develop existing computer
hardware, software and related technology.

Gain a more in-depth understanding of how
computer technology works and learn how to
develop computer programs.

Understand the effects ICT has on our daily
lives.

Understand what goes on ‘behind the scenes’.

The ICT/Computing department offers two courses at Key Stage 4:
Both CiDA (Grades A* to G), an ICT course and GCSE Computer Science (Grades 9 to 1)
are Level 2 courses. As such, both lead to qualifications of equal value and enable pupils to
progress to further related study or to a professional career in the IT industry.
Both CiDA and GCSE Computer Science address the three strands of the KS4 Computing
Programme of Study (computer science, information technology and digital literacy) however
the focus differs between courses. For CiDA, the primary focus is on information technology
and digital literacy; For GCSE Computer Science, the primary focus is on computer science
and programming.
In Year 9 ICT/Computing lessons, pupils have experienced a ‘taster’ of the skills required for
both the CiDA ICT course and GCSE Computer Science. On this basis, they and their
teacher will have an indication as to which aspects they enjoy and those in which they are
most likely to be successful.
We will advise pupils opting for ICT/Computer Science which of the two courses would be
most suitable for them. There will be an opportunity at Parents’ Evening to discuss the
courses with Ms. Welsh, Miss Bushell or Mr. Cheetham. Alternatively, you may contact Ms.
Welsh at your convenience.
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COMPUTER SCIENCE
KEY INFORMATION
HEAD OF SUBJECT:
Ms. H. Welsh
QUALIFICATION:
GCSE

ASSESSMENT METHOD
COURSEWORK: A Computing Project
EXAMINATIONS:
Paper 1 Computer Systems
1 hr 30 min paper
Paper 2 Computational thinking,

EXAM BOARD:
OCR

algorithms and programming
1 hr 30 min paper
(Weighting is yet to be confirmed.)

POST 16 & CAREERS
The course provides the
knowledge, skills and
understanding that a growing
number of employers are
demanding.
It will allow for progression to
A-Level Computer Science,
vocational courses and on to
degree level courses in
computing, engineering and
science.

COURSE OUTLINE
The principal aims of the GCSE Computer Science course are to enable students to:

 Develop their understanding of current and emerging technologies (hardware, software

SKILLS REQUIRED

and networking) and how they work

This course is best suited to pupils
 Acquire and apply knowledge, technical skills and understanding of the use of algorithms in with a strong interest in hardware
computer programs to solve problems
and programming, or those who
 Develop computer programs to solve problems
may be thinking about a future
career in computing.
J276/01 -Computer Systems - Examination (40%) in Year 11
This component will introduce learners to the Central Processing Unit (CPU), computer
memory and storage, wired and wireless networks, network topologies, system security and
system software. It is expected that learners will become familiar with the impact of
Computer Science in a global context through the study of the ethical, legal, cultural and
environmental concerns associated with Computer Science. It is expected that learners will
draw on this underpinning content when completing the Programming Project component

Confidence in mathematics skills,
particularly algebra, is essential.
Typically, students taking GCSE
Computing would be in sets 1-5 for
J276/02—Computational thinking, algorithms and programming - Examination (40%) in mathematics and should have
Year 11
demonstrated an aptitude for
This component incorporates and builds on the knowledge and understanding gained in
programming during their Year 9
Component 01, encouraging learners to apply this knowledge and understanding using
ICT/Computing lessons.
computational thinking. Learners will be introduced to algorithms and programming, learning
about programming techniques, how to produce robust programs, computational logic,
translators and facilities of computing languages and data representation. Learners will
become familiar with computing related mathematics. It is expected that learners will draw on
this underpinning content when completing the Programming Project component (03 or 04).
J276/03/04 - Programming Project (20%) in Year 11
A practical programming task in which students:
• Understand standard programming techniques
• Design a coded solution to a problem:
- Develop suitable algorithms
- Design suitable input and output formats
- Identify suitable variables and structures
- Identify test procedures

Pupil Comment
I only started Computing in Year 9,
but I really enjoyed the subject. It’s
very challenging , but that’s partly
why I chose the course. You have to
solve problems and work a lot of
things out for yourself. There is a real
sense of accomplishment when you
do solve a difficult coding challenge.
Ashley

• Create a coded solution fully annotating the code to explain its function
• Test their solution
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CiDA (I.C.T.)
ASSESSMENT METHOD

KEY INFORMATION
HEAD OF SUBJECT:
Ms. H. Welsh
QUALIFICATION:
CiDA

COURSEWORK:
75% Controlled Assessment
Task
EXAMINATION:
25% - 1 x 2hr 30 min

EXAM BOARD:
Edexcel

computer based examination

POST 16 & CAREERS
Nowadays, most employers
assume that you have well
developed ICT capabilities.
This qualification will equip you
with a wide range of skills and
knowledge that employers will
value.
It will also allow progression to
further study in ICT and related
subjects.

COURSE OUTLINE
The principal aims of the CiDA course are:
 To develop students’ understanding of the role and impact of digital

technology in today’s world;
 To equip students with the digital skills to succeed in study, work and their life

after school.
Unit 1 Developing web products (25%) - 2hours 30 minutes computer
based examination in Year 10
You will need to complete a 2.5 hour practical computer-based examination.
There will be one task divided into two activities. In the first activity, you will
have to use web authoring software and other software tools to create a web
product for a specified audience and purpose, using a client brief.

SKILLS REQUIRED
Students should have an interest in
all aspects of ICT. They should be
motivated to work independently
and be able to complete
coursework to deadlines.
A good level of written English is
required, as the controlled
assessment includes a number
reviews and an evaluation, which
are word processed on the
computer.

In the second activity, you have to evaluate your product.
Unit 2 Creative Multi Media (75%) - Controlled Assessment n Year 10 and
11
unit takes a holistic approach to the assessment of knowledge, understanding
and skills. You will demonstrate your knowledge and understanding of the
content through how well you perform the tasks in the project brief that will be
given to you. This project brief will require you to create multimedia products for
a specified audience and purpose.
You will be expected to:


Design multimedia products



Collect, edit and create digital assets



Develop multimedia products



Present evidence in an eportfolio



Review the products

PLEASE NOTE: CiDA IS ALSO AVAILABLE AS A SMALL GROUP OPTION CHOICE

Pupil Comment
I chose ICT because I believe it is
beneficial for many future careers.
The course is fun, but challenging, and
consists of multiple topics such as
Internet research, creating logos,
databases, spreadsheets and videos.
You get a good sense of achievement at
the end of each project.
Ben
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DANCE
KEY INFORMATION

ASSESSMENT METHOD

HEAD OF SUBJECT:
Mrs. L. Goldsmith

COURSEWORK:

QUALIFICATION:
GCSE

Choreography

EXAM BOARD: AQA

60% - Performance and

EXAMINATION:
40% - 1 hour paper.

POST 16 & CAREERS
Further Education in Dance/
Performing Arts (e.g. Sixth form,
college, university)
A career within the Dance/
Performing Arts Industry e.g.
Dancer, choreographer, director,
etc.
GCSE Dance will help you learn
to present yourself with
confidence in a range of
situations.

COURSE OUTLINE
The GCSE Dance course enables students to further their skills within
three core areas of dance: performance, choreography and appreciation.
This follows on from the work covered within Key Stage 3. The course is
60% practical and 40% theory; lessons and homework will be split
accordingly.
The course provides opportunity to develop technical skill, performance
quality and creativity through a range of choreographic tasks in a range of
dance styles.
Performance: 30% of GCSE (practical performance)
Students must develop and apply the knowledge, understanding and skills
required to perform dance as a soloist and in a small group. They will be
required to accurately replicate short phrases to demonstrate technique and
a sense of performance through a group piece that is created
collaboratively.
Choreography: 30% of GCSE (practical assessment)
In response to an externally set stimulus, students will learn how to develop
ideas and choreograph their own solo or group dance.
Appreciation: 40% of GCSE (written exam)
You will be taught theoretical analysis of performance skills and the
choreographic process in response to evaluating your own work.
We study six professional dance performed in a range or dance styles
ranging from traditional to urban. Analysis of costume, set design,
accompaniment, lighting and movement design are compared to
understand their meaning and significance in preparation for a written exam
at the conclusion of the course.

SKILLS REQUIRED
The skills acquired in Dance are
much sought after by
employers.
Successful pupils demonstrate
confidence, technical and
expressive skill, team-work,
presentation, good
communication skills and
performance ability.

Pupil Comment
“I look forward to each lesson as I
get to be creative doing something
I already enjoy in a friendly fun
environment.”

Pupil Comment
“My favourite lesson. I love the
freedom to explore my ideas and
challenge myself”.
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DESIGN TECHNOLOGY
KEY INFORMATION
HEAD OF SUBJECT:
Mr . D. Cooper

ASSESSMENT METHOD
COURSEWORK:
50% - Design and make task
30 hours in year 11

QUALIFICATION:
GCSE

EXAMINATION:
50% - 1 x 2 hour exam

POST 16 & CAREERS
GCSE design Technology gives
pupils a strong foundation for
taking A-levels in a range of
Technology subjects which are
courses giving candidates
valuable knowledge,
understanding and skills.
This could lead on to University
courses such as product design,
architecture and engineering.

COURSE OUTLINE
The design technology course provides pupils with the opportunity to
develop their problem solving, designing and manufacturing skills
over the two years.
Year 10
Pupils will be learning about a range of materials including :wood ,
metal plastic, paper/card, smart materials and fabrics. Projects will
accompany each of the materials to enhance their design and
practical skills and apply the theory they have previously learned. The
lessons will alternate between practical and theory lessons which
provides them with the wide range of experiences needed to start
their controlled assessment in Year 11.
Year 11
The controlled assessment is worth 50% of their final grade and
consists of a design portfolio and practical project. The portfolio
follows the pupils design process showing how their projects have
evolved from idea to manufacture.
The exam is worth 50% and is based around topics which students
have studied throughout the course through theory lessons. Graphics
and presentation skills will be developed when pupils are producing
their design solutions. Pupils will use a mixture of computer aided
design (CAD) using ‘2D Design’, ‘Autodesk Inventor’, freehand
sketching and technical drawing to show their ideas.

SKILLS REQUIRED
You must have a good level of
sketching, visualisation and
design problem solving skills.
Basic computer skills are also
a requirement.

Pupil Comment
This subject lets you be creative
and it really fitted with my other
options.
Harrison R

Pupil Comment
I like this subject because it has
more of a practical side to it,
which I am good at.
Tom W.
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DRAMA
KEY INFORMATION
SUBJECT LEADER:
Mrs. L. Griss
QUALIFICATION:
GCSE
EXAM BOARD:
AQA

ASSESSMENT METHOD
COURSEWORK:
60% - devised piece with drama log and performance of
set play extracts.

EXAMINATION:
40%- 1hr 45 mins

POST 16 & CAREERS
This course gives students
an insight into dramatic
techniques both on and off
stage as well as developing
confidence and team
working.
Along with studies at A-Level
and BTEC, students can also
gain careers as actors or

examination on a set play.

COURSE OUTLINE
The aims of the course are to extend self and group awareness; to
enhance imaginative, to develop creative, cognitive and social skills.
Also, to increase confidence in communicating and to develop an
interest and understanding of both Drama and the Theatre.
There are two components to the course: practical work and the
written examination. The information below gives an insight into the
work covered.

SKILLS REQUIRED
You must be able to work
individually as well as part
of a team. You should be
able to think creatively in
order to develop characters
for others and yourself.

WRITTEN EXAMINATION
This is a 1 hour 45 minute exam taken during the summer of Year
11. It contributes to 40% of the overall GCSE and is made up of
three
sections. Section A is worth 4 marks and comprises of multiple
choice questions. Section B is worth 44 marks and the pupils are
required to analyse an extract from a set play they have studied.
Section C is worth 32 marks and focuses upon live theatre
performances. The pupils will have watched productions and will be
expected to write about the acting, design and technical elements of
those performances.
PRACTICAL COMPONENTS
The performances are worth 60% of the overall GCSE grade and
includes: devised thematic work , a written/recorded drama log and
a performance of two extracts from a set play. At the end of Year 11,
an external moderator from the exam board marks the work during a
live performance.

Pupil Comment
Drama has helped me improve
my confidence, focus and desire
to achieve the best grade. Ben S.

Pupil Comment
I chose this because it will help
with my career.
Bailey D
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FOOD PREPARATION & NUTRITION
KEY INFORMATION

ASSESSMENT METHOD

SUBJECT LEADER:

NON EXAM ASSESSMENT

Mrs. L. Surrage & Ms. Kaye

(carried out during lesson
time but under examination

QUALIFICATION:
GCSE
EXAM BOARD:
WJEC

conditions )
50%
EXAMINATION:
50% - 1 hour 45 minutes

POST 16 & CAREERS
This course provides a sound
qualification for pupils seeking a
broad background in this area.
It provides a good basis for those
who wish to progress to further
education to complete level 2 or 3
course related to the food service
industry.
It will help to prepare students for
employment various areas within
the food sector.

COURSE OUTLINE
The GCSE in Food Preparation and Nutrition equips learners with the knowledge,
understanding and skills required to cook and apply the principles of food science, nutrition
and healthy eating. It encourages learners to cook, enables them to make informed decisions
about food and nutrition and allows them to acquire knowledge in order to be able to feed
themselves and others affordably and nutritiously, now and later in life without relying on
convenience foods.
Pupils will cook on a weekly basis and must supply all the ingredients required; they
will be expected to work will all types of ingredients unless they have an allergy,
intolerance, or a religious belief that prevents them from doing so.

SKILLS REQUIRED
A reasonable standard of written
English is helpful.
It is important to have an interest
in nutrition and food science.

A willingness to work hard
throughout the whole course,
Component 2: Food Preparation and Nutrition in Action. (Non Examination Assessment: NEA) good organisational skills and a
motivation to work independently
Assessment 1: (15%) 8 hours - Food Science Investigation.
Assesses the learner's knowledge, skills and understanding in relation to scientific principles
would be beneficial.
Component 1: Principles of Food Preparation and Nutrition (Examination)

underlying the preparation and cooking of food.
Assessment 2: (35%) 12 hours - A Food Preparation Assessment.
Prepare, cook and present a menu which assesses the learner’s knowledge, skills and
understanding in relation to the planning, preparation, cooking and presentation of food. This
includes a 3 hour practical 9 hours given to a written folio of evidence.
Both Assessments are carried out during lesson time but under examination conditions. The 3
hour practical is scheduled separately.
By studying food preparation and nutrition learners will:

 be able to demonstrate effective and safe cooking skills by planning, preparing and cooking

Pupil Comment
Everyone needs to eat! I am learning
a subject that will help me in
everyday life.
Sophie P

a variety of food commodities whilst using different cooking techniques and equipment.

 develop knowledge and understanding of the functional properties and chemical
characteristics of food as well as a sound knowledge of the nutritional content of food and
drinks.

 understand the relationship between diet, nutrition and health, including the physiological
and psychological effects of poor diet and health.

 understand the economic, environmental, ethical and socio-cultural influences on food

Pupil Comment
I would really recommend Food &
Nutrition, not just as an enjoyable
subject but as a skill for life.

availability, production processes, diet and health choices.

 demonstrate knowledge and understanding of functional and nutritional properties, sensory
qualities and microbiological food safety considerations when preparing, processing,
storing, cooking and serving food.

 understand and explore a range of ingredients and processes from different culinary
traditions (traditional British and international) to inspire new ideas or modify existing
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GEOGRAPHY
KEY INFORMATION
HEAD OF SUBJECT:
Miss. A. Kent
QUALIFICATION:
GCSE

ASSESSMENT METHOD
EXAMINATION:
Paper 1 - 35%
1 hr 30 minute exam
Paper 2 - 35%
1 hr 30 minute exam

EXAM BOARD:
AQA

Paper 3 - 30%
1 hr 15 minute exam

POST 16 & CAREERS
This course gives students an
excellent introduction to
Geography at both A-level and
for A-Level Geology or BTEC
travel and tourism.
It is a useful qualification if
students wish to follow a
career in research, media,
business, law, tourism and
government.

COURSE OUTLINE
Geography is a popular and successful subject at GCSE. It is highly
regarded and useful not only because it imparts knowledge and
understanding of the world around us but also for the skills it teaches.

SKILLS REQUIRED

Physical landscapes in the UK – this includes the location of major upland
and lowland areas, coastal landscapes and river landscapes.

Students will need a sound
level of English in order to
answer extended written
answers. Students should have
an interest in the world around
them and be aware of current
events in the human and physical world.

The Living World - which covers ecosystems, tropical rainforests and hot
deserts.

TO DO WELL YOU NEED TO:

The Geography GCSE course is evenly balanced between the
human and physical geography and the topics studied include:
The Challenge of Natural Hazards – this topic includes tectonic
activity, tropical storms and climate change.

Urban issues and Challenges – this topic studies the process of
urbanisation and the impacts this is having.
The Changing Economic World – this includes the study of economic
development both in the UK and Newly Emerging Economies, like Nigeria.
The Challenge of Resource management – In this topic students will study
the management of food, energy and water resources.
Fieldwork is an important part of Geography and students will take part in a
compulsory day’s fieldtrip in the local area in order to plan and carry out
geographical enquires in both a human and physical environment. The work
carried out on this fieldtrip will be used to answer questions on
geographical applications in the third GCSE paper. This paper also tests
student’s decision making abilities using information from a pre-release
document.

Throughout the course a variety of
skills are developed and tested.
These include map reading, graph
and photo interpretation and an
understanding of graph construction.
The course also helps students to
develop their skills in numeracy,
statistics and literacy.

Pupil Comment
This course has given me lots of
good life skills.
Oliver C

PLEASE NOTE; Geography has one tier of examination entry only.
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HISTORY
ASSESSMENT METHOD

KEY INFORMATION
HEAD OF SUBJECT:
Mr. K. Davis

EXAMINATION: 100%
2 x 1 hour 45 minute exams

POST 16 & CAREERS
This course gives students an
excellent introduction to
History at A-level and beyond.
It is highly regarded for the
knowledge of events students
gain, and the skills they use in
its study. It is an ideal subject
for students who are interested
in careers in law, media,
business and government.

QUALIFICATION:
GCSE
EXAM BOARD:
AQA

COURSE OUTLINE
GCSE History is a popular and highly regarded subject . It involves 4
elements:
1. A period study – ‘Germany 1890 – 1945: Democracy and Dictatorship’.
2. A wider world depth study – ‘Conflict and Tension in Asia 1950 – 1975’.
3. A thematic study – ‘Britain: Health and People 1000 to the present day’.

SKILLS REQUIRED
Pupils should be prepared to read
widely and be happy with
producing written explanations
and regular homework tasks.

4. A British depth study – ‘Elizabethan England 1568 – 1603’ which will
include the study of a historic site.

They should have good literacy
and communication skills for this
course and need to enjoy studying
a wide range of time periods.

This subject will be tested by two 1 hour 45 minute exams taken at the end
of year 11; there is no longer any controlled assessment or long essay
writing.

A wide vocabulary is very useful
and helps ensure a good
understanding of historical
sources.

The exam will assess the following skills:
 Knowledge and understanding of key people and events in British and

World History since 1000.

A good memory will allow for the
recall of information and enables
knowledge to be deployed
effectively in exams.

 The ability to analyse and explain things like cause and consequence,

continuity and change and significance.
 The ability to use sources (produced at the time of the events studied).
 The ability to understand interpretations (images or views of a past

event constructed after the event).

Pupil Comment
It’s really interesting learning how
the past has shaped our lives.
James S

Pupil Comment
The staff are amazing and help us to
understand.
Helen P
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LATIN
KEY INFORMATION
HEAD OF SUBJECT:

ASSESSMENT METHOD
EXAMINATION:

Mrs. P. Hardy

Paper 1 - Prose literature
25% 1 hour

QUALIFICATION:
GCSE

Paper 2 - Verse literature
25% 1 hour

EXAM BOARD:
OCR

Paper 3 - Language 50%
1.5 hours

POST 16 & CAREERS
Latin is a valuable
qualification, particularly for
those hoping to go to
university to read for an arts
degree, especially in Modern
Languages, English, History
and Law. It is also beneficial
for those considering careers
in Medicine, Forensic or
Veterinary Sciences.

COURSE OUTLINE
The new Latin GCSE exam comprises three components that are all
externally assessed.

The new language paper represents 50% of the total marks and
includes the translation of unseen passages, answering
comprehension questions and translation into Latin or explaining
grammatical features.

The study of both Latin prose and verse is still part of the new
GCSE and learners will be required to translate short passages from
the set tests, answer comprehension questions and analyse the
techniques and language used by the authors. This option provides
an opportunity to gain further insight into the Roman world, as well
as developing language skills.

SKILLS REQUIRED
Clear and logical thought
processes are very useful as is
the ability to evaluate by giving
your opinions and making
judgements.
Have a love for the ancient
world including the study of
Ancient History, Literature and
Philosophy.
Be able to analyse texts and
use a range of research skills.

Pupil Comment
Latin lives on in many other

Pupil Comment
Words empty as the wind are best
left unsaid.

languages and subjects. Studying
Latin makes you feel alive.
Emily

Homer
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MEDIA STUDIES
KEY INFORMATION
QUALIFICATION:
GCSE
EXAM BOARD:
Eduqas
HEAD OF SUBJECT:
H. Parmenter
CLASS TEACHER:

ASSESSMENT METHOD
COURSEWORK:
30% - One production piece
with a statement of aims set
by the exam board.
EXAMINATION:
70% - 2 x 1 hour 30
minute exam

J. Harrold

POST 16 & CAREERS
This course gives
students an excellent
introduction to Media
Studies which they can use
as a basis for further study
at A Level and in careers
such as journalism,
editing or creative
design.

COURSE OUTLINE
Media Studies has recently been reformed and is a complex and analytical
GCSE that enables students to develop their understanding of set
products, and gain a foundation for all further study of media including:
television, video, the press, magazines, photography, radio and the
internet.
Component 1
This is a 1 hour 30 minute exam that the students take in the
summer of Year 11. It is split into 2 sections. In Section A students will be
asked to comment on representation and the industries involved in
newspapers, magazines or advertisements as well as commenting on
representation and audience involved in film marketing.
Section B of the exam requires students to look at a cross media study of
a franchise such as James Bond or Batman as well as an understanding of
radio news or current affairs programmes.
Component 2
This is a second 1 hour 30 minute exam sat in the summer of Year 11. In
Section A students are required to study a television genre at both a
historical (at least 10 years old) and contemporary level. In Section B
another cross media study is included of music which includes music
videos, magazines and websites/social media.
Component 3
This is a coursework portfolio which is comprised of one production.
Students will be given a brief from the exam board during Year 10. They
will provide a statement of aims for the project, with their final production
being judged against this statement.

SKILLS REQUIRED
You must have an excellent level
of written English (ideally grade
5 and above) for this course as a
large emphasis is placed on
written analysis of different
media forms. You will need to be
organised and self motivated, as
a variety of media forms need to
be understood for the exam.
Basic computer skills are also a
requirement.

IMPORTANT NOTICE
Media Studies will only
consider film as an aspect of
marketing and so students
should be aware that they will
not be watching films as part of
the course.

I thought this GCSE would really
help my dream of becoming a
journalist.
Hannah A
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MODERN FOREIGN LANGUAGES
KEY INFORMATION

ASSESSMENT METHOD

HEAD OF SUBJECT:

100% EXAMINATION
(25% listening, 25% reading,
25% speaking and 25% writing)

Mrs H. Finlay
QUALIFICATION:
GCSE
EXAM BOARD:
AQA
AVAILABLE LANGUAGES:
French, German, Spanish

Pupils will be entered for final
examinations at the same tier
(Foundation or Higher) for all four
skills.
Likely outcomes;
Foundation Grades 1 - 5
Higher
Grades 4 - 9

POST 16 & CAREERS
Students will develop
transferable skills that support
study at higher education and
the transition to employment.
Students will gain an
understanding and appreciation
of French/German/Spanish
speaking countries and cultures.
A knowledge of a foreign
language is a useful advantage
for any employment.

COURSE OUTLINE
Pupils will follow the AQA GCSE in French, German or Spanish.

TO DO WELL YOU NEED TO:

Some pupils may choose to take two separate languages.

Be able to communicate with
other people and know how
another language works.

The aim of the GCSE is that of developing the ability to use the
language effectively for practical communication. It aims to develop
understanding and awareness of the country, the people and their
way of life. It encourages the attainment of a level of linguistic
competence, enjoyment and a real sense of achievement in
communicating in the foreign language.
The Four Skill Areas (each worth 25% of final GCSE)


Listening: Assesses the understanding and responding to
different types of spoken language.



Speaking: Assesses effective verbal communication and
interaction in a variety of situations.



Reading: Assesses the ability to understand and respond to
different types of written language.



Writing: Assesses the ability to communicate effectively in
writing for a variety of purposes.

You will learn methods to
improve your memory skills and
be organised, showing a keen
interest to involve yourself with
classwork and homework.

Pupil Comment
I chose this course to learn more
about the culture as I am half
German.
Kai T.P

Pupil Comment
I like Spanish it’s a well used
language.
Harrison W

The three theme areas to be studied are:
Theme 1: Identity and culture
Theme 2: Local, national, international and global areas of interest
Theme 3: Current and future study and employment

Pupil Comment
Taking French will really help me
when I travel.
Richard P
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MUSIC
KEY INFORMATION
HEAD OF SUBJECT:
Mrs. E. Graham

ASSESSMENT METHOD
COURSEWORK:
30% - 2 performances
30% - 2 compositions

QUALIFICATION:
GCSE
EXAM BOARD:
EDEXCEL

EXAMINATION:
40% - 1 x 1 hour 45 min written paper

POST 16 & CAREERS
Students will develop valuable
skills such as self-confidence,
concentration, creativity,
evaluation and team work.
It gives students a solid
foundation for progression to
further music studies, including
A-level, or a variety of careers
from performing to composing
or teaching to music therapy.

COURSE OUTLINE
The aim of this course is to develop your skills as a performer (both as a
soloist and as part of an ensemble) and as a composer, and to listen
analytically to a wide range of music.

You should

There are 4 areas of study: Instrumental Music (1700–1820); Vocal
Music; Music for Stage and Screen; Fusions.

* be performing at Grade 3
(or equivalent)

Unit 1

* have an interest in composing in different genres,
and exploring new, unfamiliar styles

This is a non-examined assessment. During Year 11 you must perform a
solo piece & an ensemble piece on an instrument (including voice) of your
choice. The two pieces must last at least a minute each, with a total
performing time of at least 4 minutes. It is highly recommended you have
regular lessons on your chosen instrument, & that you are performing in
front of an audience on a regular basis. This is internally assessed &
externally moderated. This is worth 30% of the GCSE.
Unit 2
This is also a non-examined assessment. You will compose 2 pieces—
one will be in response to a brief set by the exam board, the other will be
your choice. Each piece must last at least one minute, with a combined
playing time of at least three minutes. This is internally assessed and
externally moderated. This is worth 30% of the GCSE.
Unit 3

SKILLS REQUIRED

* be able to read music

Pupil Comment
I chose this subject because I
find performing really enjoyable.
Sam B

Pupil Comment

This is an examination which will take place at the end of year 11, and will I already play an instrument so I
felt had an advantage in this subtest your knowledge and understanding of musical elements, contexts
ject.
and language. It will include multiple choice, short open and extended
writing questions, and will be based on 6 of the 8 set works, an
unprepared piece, and a comparison between a set work and an
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unfamiliar piece.

PHYSICAL EDUCATION
KEY INFORMATION
HEAD OF SUBJECT:
Mr. S. Jones

ASSESSMENT METHOD
COURSEWORK:
40% - Comprised of 3
sporting activities

QUALIFICATION:
GCSE
EXAMINATION:
EXAM BOARD:
AQA

60% - 2 papers

POST 16 & CAREERS
This course gives students an
excellent introduction to
physical education and sport
studies at both A-level and
BTEC.
It is a useful qualification if
students wish to follow any
career in sport , the leisure
industry or PE teaching.

COURSE OUTLINE
GCSE P.E. offers an opportunity for pupils who enjoy P.E. and sport to
turn this enjoyment into a GCSE qualification. Pupils who choose GCSE
P.E. will gain 6 extra lessons of P.E. These extra lessons are divided up
into practical lessons, where pupils can build on their experiences by
participating in a number of different sports, and theoretical lessons where
the pupils learn about sport and its place in society.
Due to a recent change in the GCSE specification, the GCSE course is
now 40% practical and 60% theory. This means that, in year 10, of their 6
extra P.E. lessons, 3 will be practical and 3 will be theory. In year 11 it is
likely this will change to 4 theory lessons and 2 practical lessons. It is
worth noting this is less practical than previous GCSE courses, but reflects
the large theoretical component of the course. The practical emphasis is
on learning of new skills through participation but it does requires some
written evidence proving the pupil’s understanding of the activity.
Practical Element
The following activities are studied, assessed and examined: football,
netball, table tennis, badminton, climbing, athletics, basketball,
trampolining and hockey.
Theoretical element
Topics include applied anatomy and physiology, movement analysis,
physical training, sports psychology, social and cultural influences and
health and fitness. Pupils who follow the Full Course will sit two exams at
the end of year 11 which will cover the 60% Theoretical component of the
GCSE.
Due to the large theoretical component, at the end of year 9 we will look at
all the students’ prior assessments and data and if necessary select a
more

SKILLS REQUIRED
You must have a good level of
written English for this course
as 60% of the work is theory
and assessed by an exam.
Pupils need to be good at
practical PE as their ability to
play sport will make up the 40%
controlled assessment.
They should also be
enthusiastic about their own
physical education.

Pupil Comment
It’s different compared to other
subjects. You aren't just taught in
a classroom.
R Lambert

Pupil Comment
It really helps that Claverham
has so many sports clubs on
offer!
Holly W.
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PSYCHOLOGY
KEY INFORMATION
HEAD OF SUBJECT:
Mr. B. Barnes

ASSESSMENT METHOD
100% EXAMINATION
2 x 1 hour 45 min papers of
100 marks each.

QUALIFICATION:
GCSE
EXAM BOARD:
AQA

POST 16 & CAREERS
The qualification will give
easier access to Psychology at
A-level and degree level and
can lead to a career in many
fields relating to social
sciences. It is also an
invaluable asset to have on a
CV applying for any job/
institute, as it demonstrates a
comprehension of and
commitment to understanding

COURSE OUTLINE
Modules studied:

Memory – processes, structures, and factors affecting memory

Perception – theories of, and factors affecting, perception

Development – brain development, Piaget’s theories, effects of
learning

Research Methodology – methods, data interpretation, issues in
evaluating research

Social Influence – conformity, obedience, prosocial behaviour,
crowd/collective behaviour

Language, Thought, and Communication – language and thought,
human and animal communication, non-verbal communication

Brain and Neuropsychology – structure and function of the
nervous system, neurons, and the brain

Psychological Problems – theories of, and therapies for,
depression and addiction
You will also absolutely need to:

Be fascinated and intrigued: a natural interest in human behaviour
is key - research done in your own time (above and beyond the
weekly essay homework's) will be expected.

Be inquisitive and outgoing: you’ll need to get involved and ask
and answer questions every lesson.

Be organised and controlled: you will need lots of self-discipline to
keep on top of homework's, deadlines, and the many different
sections of your folders!

Be hard-working and dedicated: the workload is huge, and some
areas of the content can be less interesting than others!
If you don’t LOVE the sound of ALL of the above, you’ll find it very hard
– please come to discuss with me if you think you may be interested but
are not sure! Please be aware, this option is only open to pupils who
have completed the slip showing an initial interest, based on the
introduction given in form time.

SKILLS REQUIRED
A high level of written English
is essential, as essay writing is
a major part of the GCSE.
A good grasp of numbers and
statistics is also valuable, as
scientific presentation and
interpretation of data is also an
important component.

Pupil Comment
I am really looking forward to
learning a new subject I had not
studied before.
Lauren A

Pupil Comment
“The brain is wider than the sky”
Emily D
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SMALL GROUP COURSES
THE CURRICULUM AT KEY STAGE 4
At Claverham Community College, we believe in offering all students a broad
curriculum that provides a choice of different pathways towards further
education and a wide choice of career opportunities.

The mandatory core subjects are English Language, English Literature,
Maths, Science and Religious Studies. All pupils study these subjects.
In addition, all pupils receive 1 lesson per week in PSHE and 2 lessons per
week of Physical Education. These subjects are however not examined.

31.

BUSINESS AND ENTERPRISE STUDIES (NCFE Level 2)

32. CHILD DEVELOPMENT (BTEC Level 2)
33. MUSIC TECHNOLOGY
34. SPORT (BTEC Level 2)
17. INFORMATION COMMUNICATION TECHNOLOGY CiDA
Course details for ICT can be found on p.17
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BUSINESS & ENTERPRISE
KEY INFORMATION
HEAD OF SUBJECT:
Mrs. V. Swatton
QUALIFICATION:
Level 2
EXAM BOARD:
NCFE

ASSESSMENT METHOD
COURSEWORK:
75% - Comprised of 3 units
of work

EXAMINATION:
25% - 1 hour exam covering
1 unit of work.

POST 16 & CAREERS
Research and portfolio skills
gained from this course will
allow students to undertake
Level 3 courses that are
more coursework based.
This course will also equip
students with some of the
necessary skills to progress
into employment.

COURSE OUTLINE
The units covered in this course are:
SKILLS REQUIRED
Unit One: Introduction to business and enterprise: This is an
internally assessed piece of coursework and gives learners an
insight into what is involved in starting up a business.

Unit Two: Marketing for Business and enterprise: This is an
externally assessed assignment produced under controlled
conditions. This unit gives learners and insight into market
research and different marketing opportunities and techniques.

Unit Three: Finance for business and enterprise: This is an
internally assessed piece of coursework. This unit aims to provide
learners with a basic knowledge and understanding of business
finance for a new business or enterprise.

Unit Four: Planning, developing and participating in a business
or enterprise project: This is an internally assessed piece of
coursework. This unit aims to develop and project plan and
implement the project. Learners will then go on to evaluate the
success of the project.

Pupils should have a keen
interest in the world of
business.
You should also be able to
carry out independent
research and be able to
present your work in an
organised manner.
Computer skills are very
helpful.

Pupil Comment
I really enjoyed the practical
nature of this course.
Alan S.
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BTEC CHILD DEVELOPMENT
KEY INFORMATION
HEAD OF SUBJECT:
Mrs. L. Myall
QUALIFICATION:
Level 2
EXAM BOARD:
Edexcel

ASSESSMENT METHOD
COURSEWORK:
75% - Comprised of 2 units
of work.

EXAMINATION:
25% - 1 hour exam covering
1 unit of work.

POST 16 & CAREERS
This course gives students
an excellent introduction
into how children develop,
learn and grow.
It is a useful qualification if
students wish to follow any
career in early years education, childcare, playgroup
or nursery settings.

COURSE OUTLINE
The Edexcel BTEC First Award in Children’s Play, Learning and Development is
designed to:





SKILLS REQUIRED

Pupils must be good at
communicating and listening to
others. They must enjoy working
give learners the opportunity to gain a broad knowledge and understanding of, in teams and have patience. Pupils
and develop skills in, the early years sector, for example, of child development must have an interest in helping
and using play to promote child development
the needs and development of
support progression to a more specialised level 3 vocational or academic course, young children.
such as in early years, health and social care or psychology, or an apprenticeship Basic computer skills are
give learners the potential opportunity, in due course, to enter employment.
also a requirement.
inspire and enthuse learners to consider a career in early years, or related
sectors, where knowledge of child development is relevant.

The units are as follows:

Year 10:

Pupil Comment

Unit 1: Patterns of Child Development —This unit aims to develop your knowledge I love being around young
and understanding of child development. You will learn about five different areas of children and understanding how
development – physical, cognitive, communication and language, emotional and social they learn. I also like the fact that
– and how these areas are linked.

we get to use computers.
Unit 2: Promoting Children’s Development Through Play —In this unit you will look
Lauren P
at how early years settings use play to promote children’s learning and development at
different ages and stages, including babies, and the types of play opportunities that early
years settings usually provide. You will find that play can be structured in broadly three
ways: adult-led, adult-initiated and child initiated play. Each way has its benefits, but also
potential disadvantages, and early years settings use a combination of these structures
to support children’s play.
Year 11:
Unit 3: The Principles of Early Years Practice - In this unit you will look at some of
the key principles that are reflected in best practice in early years. You will learn about
inclusive practice as a way of valuing children and ensuring that they can benefit from
the opportunities within the setting. You will also explore how children are empowered to
ensure that children learn to become independent and develop a strong self-image, as
well as ways in which this is put into practice.

Pupil Comment
The teachers are really
supportive and help you.
John H
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MUSIC TECHNOLOGY
KEY INFORMATION
HEAD OF SUBJECT:
Mrs. E. Graham
QUALIFICATION:
Level 2 Vcert Technical
Award

ASSESSMENT METHOD
COURSEWORK:
50 % - Internal Portfolio.
EXAMINATION:
35% - 1x 2 hour practical test
15% - 1x 2 hour written test

EXAM BOARD:
NCFE

POST 16 & CAREERS
Students will develop valuable
skills such as problem solving,
teamwork and creativity.
It gives students a solid
foundation for progression to
study music technology at level
3 and A Level, work in recording
studios, live sound in theatres/
venues as well as other
freelance music roles such as
producer and sound designer.

COURSE OUTLINE
Music technology teaches you how to make music using computers, as well as
how to record other people. If you are interested in how they make music in
video games, how producers make tracks, how to record other people, and
have a strong desire to learn then this course provides you the perfect
opportunity to develop your skills. The course is comprised of four units, all of
which are assessed through a portfolio and two exams.

You should

Unit 1—Using a DAW

* be creative.

The first unit teaches you how to use a Digital Audio Workstation to create and
record music. You will learn about the difference between audio, midi and
software instruments as well as plug ins and editing tools. By the end of this
unit you will learn both the technical language and the skills required to record
and produce your own music.

* be good at problem solving.

Unit 2— Creating Music

* be willing to present ideas

In the second unit we will focus on creating our own music to a brief. You will
choose a style of music to research and analyse, before composing a piece of
music in that style. Finally, you will review your own piece to demonstrate your
evaluation skills.
Unit 3—Studio Recording

SKILLS REQUIRED

* have basic performance
skills in music.

* be competent with computers.

Pupil Comment
I want to make sound effects for
video games, and I’m excited
that I’ll be able to do that.

The third unit is focused on studio recording. You will learn about different
microphones and techniques, as well as how to schedule and plan a recording
Pupil Comment
session, before undertaking your own session and producing a track for
someone else.
I’m really excited to learn how
Unit 4
The final unit is focused on sound creation: learning to produce sounds for
different kinds of media, from Foley sounds used in films/ TV, to video game/
sound tracks and dialogue voice overs. You will produce your own sound
library using both digital manipulation and audio recording.

producers make records.
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PHYSICAL EDUCATION (BTEC SPORT)

KEY INFORMATION
HEAD OF SUBJECT:
Mr. S. Jones
QUALIFICATION:
Level 2
EXAM BOARD:
Edexcel

ASSESSMENT METHOD
COURSEWORK:
75% - Comprised of 3
units of work

EXAMINATION:
25% - 1 hour exam covering
1 unit of work.

POST 16 & CAREERS
This course gives students
an excellent introduction to
Physical Education and
Sport Studies at BTEC.
It is a useful qualification if
students wish to follow any
career in sport , the leisure
industry or PE teaching.

COURSE OUTLINE
BTEC Sport Level 2
The Edexcel BTEC Level 1/Level 2 First Award in Sport has been designed to
provide an engaging and stimulating introduction to the world of sport. The
qualification builds on learning from Key Stage 3 for those who may wish to explore
a vocational route throughout Key Stage 4. It also provides a good introduction to
Sport for learners in post-16 education, and brings together learning at levels 1 and
2 to ensure that every learner taking the qualification completes it with a level of
understanding and skill on which to build at a later date. All units that are studied
have a combination of theory and practical elements. The units are as follows:

SKILLS REQUIRED
Pupils should enjoy practical
PE and should have enjoyed
their PE at Key Stage 3.
Basic computer skills are also a requirement.

Year 10:
Unit 1: Fitness for Sport and Exercise- This unit looks at the components and
principles of fitness and training methods. This is externally assessed using
an onscreen test – Edexcel sets and marks the test. The assessment must
be taken by the learner under examination conditions. The external
assessment will be 1 hour.
Year 11:
Unit 2: Practical Sports Performance - This unit looks at understanding the
rules and regulations for selected sports, practically demonstrating skills in
selected sports and reviewing their performance.

Pupil Comment
I prefer practical subjects which
made this a good choice. I also
like the fact that we get to use
computers.
Milo F

Unit 6: Leading Sports Activities - This unit looks at understanding the
attributes that make a good leader, planning and leading of selected sports
activities and reviewing their planning and leading.

Pupil Comment

Unit 5: Training for Personal Fitness- This unit involves the student creating
a personal fitness training programme.

It was a fun course and I was able
to teach some year 7 students.

We recommend this course to pupils who enjoy sport and wish to increase
their P.E. contact time in Key Stage 4. It is most appropriate for those pupils
who wish to do a qualification in P.E./Sport but feel GCSE P.E. maybe too
academically challenging.

Connor B
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